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Abstract: After many Internet-scale worm incidents in recent years, it is clear that a simple self-propagating
worm can quickly spread across the Internet and cause severe damage to our society. Facing this great security
threat, we need to build an early detection system that can detect the presence of a worm in the Internet as
quickly as possible in order to give people accurate early warning information and possible reaction time for
counteractions. Then, based on the idea of “detecting the trend, not the burst” of monitored illegitimate traffic,
we present a “trend detection” methodology to detect a worm at its early propagation stage by using Kalman
filter estimation, which is robust to background noise in the monitored data. 
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INTRODUCTION dynamic trend of monitored traffic based on the fact that,

Since the Morris worm in 1988, the security threat a constant, positive exponential rate. The “trend” we try
posed  by  worms  has  steadily increased, especially in to detect is the exponential growth trend of monitored
the last several years. Code  Red appeared on July 19, traffic. Based  on  worm  propagation  dynamic  models,
2001  which  began  the  new  wave of  Internet-scale we detect the presence of a worm in its early propagation
worm  attacks.  After  that, Code  Red   II,  Nimda, stage by using the Kalman filter estimation algorithm,
Slammer, Blaster, Sasser and  Witty have repeatedly which is robust to background noise existing in the
attacked   the   Internet  and  caused  great   damage to monitored data. The Kalman filter is activated when the
our society. When they observe abnormal network monitoring system encounters a surge of illegitimate scan
activities,  their security  experts immediately analyze activities. If the infection rate estimated by the Kalman
these incidents. filter, which is also the exponential growth rate of a

Anomaly intrusion-detection systems usually worm’s propagation at its early stage, stabilizes and
concentrate  on  detecting  attacks  initiated  by  hackers. oscillates slightly around a constant positive value, we
In the case of Internet worm detection, we find that we claim that the illegitimate scan activities are mainly caused
can take advantage of the difference between a worm’s by a worm, even if the estimated worm infection rate is still
propagation and a hacker’s intrusion attack. A worm code not well converged. If the monitored traffic is caused by
exhibits simple attack behaviors; all computers infected by nonworm noise, the traffic will not have the exponential
a worm send out infection traffic that has similar statistical growth trend and the estimated value of the infection rate
characteristics. Moreover, a worm’s propagation in the would converge to zero or oscillate around zero. In other
Internet usually follows some dynamic models because of words, the Kalman filter is used to detect the presence of
its large-scale distributed infection. On the other hand, a a worm by detecting the trend, not the burst, of the
hacker’s intrusion attack, which is more complicated, observed illegitimate traffic. In this way, the noisy
usually targets one or a set of specific computers and illegitimate traffic in the Internet we observe everyday will
does not follow any well-defined dynamic model in most not cause too many false alarms in our detection system.
cases. Based on this observation, we present a new We also present a formula to correct the bias in the
detection methodology, “trend detection,” by using the number of infected hosts observed by a monitoring
principle “detecting monitored traffic trend, not burst”. system. But neither of them has presented methods to
Our “trend detection” system attempts to detect the correct it.

at the early stage, a worm propagates exponentially with
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System Analysis
Problems with Existing Technologies: In recent years,
people have paid attention to the necessity of monitoring
the Internet for malicious activities. Symantec Corporation
has an “enterprise early warning solution”, which collects
IDS and firewall attack data from the security systems of
thousands of partners to keep track of the latest attack
incidents. Internet  Storm  Center,  which  could  gather
the log data from  participants’ intrusion detection
sensors  distributed  around the world. Our contribution
in this context is to point out the infrastructure
specifically for worm  monitoring  and  what data  should
be  collected for early detection of worms [1]. Early Bird Fig. 1: Generic worm monitoring system
detect and block  worm  spreading   through   identifying
the common characteristics, such as a common bit-string, network at UCSD and two “/16” networks at Lawrence
among  all  infection  network  traffic  of   a  worm. Berkeley Laboratory were used to collect Code Red scan
Counter-based detection algorithm that tracks the traffic. All port 80 TCP SYN packets coming in to
increased rate of  new  infected  hosts. Our  early nonexistent IP addresses in these networks were
detection system  tries to detect the presence of a worm considered to be Code Red scans. The goal of an egress
in  the   global   Internet.  GrIDS,  which   can  detect scan monitor is to monitor the outgoing traffic from a
worm-infected hosts in a local network through building network to infer the scan behavior of a potential worm.
the worm’s infection graph. The Counter Malice Ingress scan monitors listen to the global traffic in the
quarantine device also tries to detect infected hosts in Internet; they are sensors for global worm incidents [4].
local enterprise networks. On the other hand, if a computer inside a local network is

infected, the egress scan monitor on this network’s
Proposed System: Our contribution in this context is to routers  can  observe  most  of  the  scans  sent  out by
point out the infrastructure specifically for worm the compromised computer. Therefore, an egress scan
monitoring and what data should be collected for early monitor is good at  observing  a worm’s scan rate and
detection of worms [2]. We also emphasize the scan distribution, e.g., uniform scan (such as Code Red),
functionality of egress monitors, which has been or subnet scan (such as Code Red II and Sasser), or
overlooked in previous research. Worm monitors can be sequential scan (such as Blaster). 
set up as ingress and egress filters on routers, which
cover more IP space and gather more comprehensive Location for Distributed Monitors: Ingress scan monitors
information than the log data collected from intrusion on a local network may need to be put on several routers
detection sensors or firewalls for current monitoring instead of only on the border router because the border
systems [3]. router may not know the usage of all IP addresses of this

System Architecture: There are two kinds of monitors: different destination addresses by using different
ingress scan monitors and egress scan monitors. Ingress preferences, such as subnet scanning, we need to use
scan monitors are located on gateways or border routers distributed address spaces with different sizes and
of local networks. They can be the ingress filters on characteristics  to ensure proper coverage [5]. Later on,
border routers of the local networks, or separated passive we show that for  monitoring  nonuniform scan worms
network monitors. The goal of an ingress scan monitor is such as Blaster, the IP space covered by a monitoring
to monitor scan traffic coming into a local network by system should be as distributed as possible. For egress
logging incoming  traffic  to unused local IP addresses. scan monitors, worms on different infected computers
For management reasons, local network administrators may exhibit different scan behaviors. For example,
know how addresses inside their networks are allocated; Slammer’s scan rate is constrained by an infected
it is relatively easy for them to set up the ingress scan computer’s bandwidth [6-9]. Therefore, we need to set up
monitor on routers in their local networks. For example, distributed egress  filters  to  record  the scan behaviors
during  the  Code  Red  incident  on  July  19,  2002,  a  “/8” of  many  infected  hosts   at   different   locations   and  in

local network. In addition, since worms might choose
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different network environments. In this way, the Future Work: The worm detection method presented
monitoring system could obtain a comprehensive view of here assumes that only worm scans can cause
the behaviors of a worm. For example, it can get a better exponentially increased traffic to monitors, while other
observation of the average number of scans an infected background scan noise cannot. We believe this is a
host sends out per unit of time. reasonable assumption. If we want to further improve the

Steps to Detect Worms: MWC collects and aggregates rule sets  in  the detection system. For  example, in order
reports of worm scans from all distributed monitors once to distinguish a worm  attack from a DDoS attack, we can
in every monitoring interval in real-time. For each TCP or exploit the differences between them: a DDoS attack has
UDP port, MWC has an alarm threshold for monitored one or several targets while a worm’s propagation has no
illegitimate scan traffic. The observed number of scans, specific target.
which contains nonworm noise, is below this threshold
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